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T O D A Y

To Rupee or Not to Rupee
The rupee has dropped to approximately 64 against the United
States Dollar. The British pound is now equivalent to more than
100 rupees.
India is in a state of policy paralysis and economic slowdown and
the government is not doing much to resolve the situation. NDTV
says that “The total market capitalization of all listed stocks in the
country has fallen to $992 billion”. This pushes India out of the
elite global league of markets that have a trillion-dollar valuation.
Since 2013 April, the rupee has depreciated by over 12 per cent
and the value of the stock market has fallen by 4 percent.
International credit rating agencies have rated India a BBB- with
a negative outlook showing that India is being perceived as just
above a “junk” status. Various monetary measures by the Reserve
Bank of India (RBI) and the government have failed to fix this
problem.

Additionally, every industry which is dependent on imports will have
to face an increase in cost of production and operations. In order
to nullify this increase, these companies will have to rationalise
costs within their control. The easiest method of doing this is
changing variable costs of the company such as labour. In this
scenario a company can either downsize and hire less people, or
reduce the salary for the existing human resources.

"This can eventually turn out to be either a
vicious or virtuous cycle; that is in your power."

The rupee depreciation that we are seeing is the result of the gap
in demand and supply in the Indian currency. The current market
is one sided; most investors feel that this deprecation will continue
which will result in the purchase of more dollars. The primary causes
of the devaluation are high unemployment, a high current account
deficit and public debt which are not being given as much
importance as required. Foreign institutional investors are choosing
America over India due to instability in the Indian Market, therefore
reducing the foreign direct investment. A frail rupee will add to
the rising import bill of the country and thereby increase its current
account deficit. India’s foreign exchange reserves are not
substantial to cover the high current account deficit, forming the
central problem of the Indian Economy.

At the end of the day, the individual is drastically affected in each
sector by the falling rupee. The state of the rupee is correlated to
the state of economy. Since the government regulates the rupee,
the citizens of India are indirectly responsible for the degradation
of the rupee as they select the running government. This can
eventually turn out to be either a vicious or virtuous cycle. That is
in your power, in the power of the the common man.
Gunhad Singh, 12
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So, what does this all mean for you?
The recent decline in the rupee will have an impact on not only the
economy, but also on you as an individual. Your planned summer
vacation abroad will be much more expensive. Travel, hotel and
shopping costs are on the rise. Say goodbye to your Emporio visits
for the latest Gucci bag, flying to London for those items may now
be cheaper. College in another country may not end up being worth
it as the exchange rate to acquire the foreign currency is
unsatisfactory. Expenses at University like college fees and living
expenses will shoot up and become a huge burden on the students.
Imported goods like Oreos and cereal bars would be an indulgence
only to be purchased once in a while. Grocery bills will rise for the
common man due to accelerating inflation; the price of onion is
now Rs 80 per kilogram. Fuel prices will rise so you will need to
use public transport and carpool more often.

School Watch
Science Essay Writing Competition
Classes 6 to 8: 1st - Aditya Kapur and
Rabiya Gupta, 2nd - Tanvi Bahl, 3rd - Varun
Bisht Classes 9 & 10: 1st - Rishabh
Chatterjee and Mallika Oak
73rd Delhi State Annual Athletics
Championship: Inayat Gill won silver
medals in the 100m and 200m Race,
Biswarupa Ishwari Dasgupta won a silver
medal in the 100m Hurdles, Sia Dawar won
a bronze medal in High Jump
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An Unforgettable Experience
79 delegates. 26 schools. 13 countries. 1 summit. The best experience of my
life! Words are not enough to describe all that we have learnt, all that we have
felt and yet I try. The summit kicked off with an interaction with fellow delegatespeople from all over the world, distinctly different, yet so similar. Games such as
Whacko, Splat and Pictionary were the perfect ice breakers for us to get to know
each other.
Through the course of the summit, there were many leading professionals who
came to speak to us- Mr. Kausikan about Government, Mr. Baptiste about Science,
Mr. Fernandez about media and so on. Apart from this, we also had student
dialogues whereby we each elaborated upon a pertinent global problem and
tried to suggest solutions for the same. These were discussions which spurred
our thoughts, broadened our perspectives and taught us to be inquisitive and confident.
One of the major aims of the summit was to show us the inner working of the Singaporean system and hence, we began
visiting organizations like the Supreme Court, GIC, Land Transport Authority, Housing Development Board and many more.
These visits exposed the vast differences between our system and that of
Singapore’s and instilled in us the knowledge that India has a long way to go and "It’s amazing how people you
to reach its destination, needs to combine top notch facilities with its historical don't know can suddenly
respect for tradition and a major change in leadership.
become so important that life is
And while we’re on the topic of learning, we each also had an Arts Masterclass unimaginable without them!"
which taught us that to be an all rounded individual, one has to indulge in the arts
and physical activities too. And so...we went Paintballing, Dragon Boating and Kayaking too! Not only did we acquire skills that
we had never even imagined that we would acquire but we were also taught the importance of team work through loads of fun
along the way.
The cultural exhibition where India’s delicacies of ‘Kaju Katli’ and ‘Milk cake’ were an absolute hit was a unique activity that
showcased the diversity that unites us all in a sense. We also had some bonding time with each other as we rehearsed for the
Bollywood dance performance that was so typically over the top and so typically full of energy and fun!
Yet, the true essence of the summit lay in the friendships that we forged over the course of those ten days. It’s amazing how
people you haven’t known since the beginning are suddenly so important that life is unimaginable without having met them! That
feeling of anticipation when we boarded the bus every morning, knowing in our hearts that the day ahead would be just as
unforgettable as the last one, was a remarkable one. I come back from the summit as a different person- one who moves beyond
what the small picture looks like , to view the larger picture with clarity and one who takes failure better as opposed to earlier.
So, I would just like to conclude by saying that it has all passed me by way too quickly, and I wish it hadn’t ended so fast, but I
have a feeling that this wasn’t the end, for the friendships I’ve made are here to last!
Sanskriti Sanghi, 12

DI yaU maoM ihndI ka AiQaraopNa
idllaI yaUinavaisa-TI dUsarI saomaosTr maoM ihndI saIKnaa saBaI
Ca~ Ca~aaoM ko ilae Ainavaaya- krnaa caahtI hO . [sako
karNa ]<ar pUvaI- va dixaNa Baart ko AQyaota va Ca~
raoja,anaa “eoca Aar DI” ko iKlaaf ivaraoQa kr rhoM hOM .
maorI raya maoM DI yaU ka yah “SaOixak sauQaar” hmaaro doSa ko
isawaMt ko iKlaaf hO .
ihMdI ek eosaI BaaYaa hO jaao hmaaro doSa ko kovala caalaIsa
p`itSat jana jaanato hOM . ]<ar pUvaI- va dixaNa Baart maoM
ihMdI kI p`yaaoga bahut dula-Ba hO . yah SaOixak sauQaar ]<arI
AaOr maQya BaartIya Ca~aoM kao ek naavaaijaba f,ayada dota hOM
@yaaoMik vao bacapna sao hI ihMdI jaanato ih nahIM prMtu ihMdI
maoM saMcaar vyavasqaa BaI krto hOM .
[sako saaqa ek hI saala maoM ek na[- BaaYaa saIKnaa va
]sapr prIixat haonaa bahut kizna hOM AaOr dUsaro xao~aoM pr
ZorI dbaava Dala sakta hO .
ihMdI ek mah<vapUNa- BaaYaa hO prMtu yah BaaYaa iksaI pr
qaaopa nahIM jaa sakta .
?YaBa caOTjaI-

PLAYLIST
This months playlist includes the tracks that found their way
into the tracklists of almost every DJ at any recent gig or
festival. As Sunburn approaches, you can’t leave these tracks
off of your playlist.
1. Animals – Martin Garrix
2. Edge of the Earth (tommy trash remix) Richard Dinsdale, Sam Obernik & Hook N Sling
3. Rocker - Dannic
4. Jumper – Hardwell and W&W
5. The Code – W&W and Ummet Ozcan
6. SLVR – Steve Angello, Matisse and Sadko
7. Tsunami – DVBBS and Bourgeous
8. Who - Tujamo and Plastik Funk
9. Dimitri Vegas and Like Mike @ Tomorrowland 2013
10. Hardwell @ Tomorrowland 2013
Ranjit P. Singh, 12
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Teacher of The Week: Mrs. Bakshi
1. If you had to pick, who would you say was your favorite student?
Though he graduated a while back, I would have to say Yaman Verma. Despite being headboy and being
involved in so many activities he was always ready for class, he would often make me go outside the textbook,
and challenged the subject constantly.
2. We know you’ve travelled a lot, which is the most exotic destination you’ve ever visited?
I would have to say Myanmar, because modernization and development hasn’t reached there yet, and it’s like
a land stuck in time. The Caribbean was beautiful as well.
3. Describe your ideal holiday.
With family. The food must be fabulous, not too much sightseeing.
4. If you couldn’t teach Political Science, what would you teach?
Maths! But only till class 10 I suppose.
5. How did you discover your love for music?
I was brought up in a Bengali household where all the children were expected to do SOMETHING artsy.
Dancing was never an option for me, so I started music lessons when I was in class 2, and I’ve loved it ever
since.
6. Favorite movie?
Chupke chupke, because it was so cute! Romantic movies like ‘Silsila.’ One movie I can watch again and again
and never get tired of is ‘Sound of Music.’
7. If you had to describe yourself in one phrase or line, what would you say?
I always try to develop empathy.
8. You studied first at LSR and then did a PhD at JNU. What advice would you
give to your students who are hoping to stay in Delhi for higher education?
Don’t look at Delhi just in terms of DU, look at it in terms of the city. See if it’s a city
that will help you grow. I always believe that what you can learn on your metro rides
in Delhi, would be far greater than anything any college can teach you.

Unparalleled Joy
Let Me In
I am housed in the same place
But there is an irony hereI do not have the same face
Nor the teacher’s chairI am sitting at the machine
Glued to the screen
As my heart saunter’s off
Into the next room, thru the wall!!There- where my students wait
For their first lesson of the day
I sense their endearing forms
They follow me with their gaze
But a strange vacuum fills the air
And I can scarcely tell what they sayI glide now into the corridor
Wont to pause- at the railingWhere the creeper’s shade
And laughter the children gave
Keep these flowers shiningSuddenly, there is uproarHey, is that knocking at the door?No, Mrs Srivastav, that just can’t beThe door has melted to the floor - see!
In its place, I perceiveAt the uprooted hingeA faintly familiar voice
Now flops- aimlesslyCreaking into the windLet-me-in- let-me-in
Mrs. Aarti Srivastav (A former teacher of Vasant Valley)

It’s funny because when you’re a child, you
believe you can be anything you want to
be, go wherever you want to go. There’s
no limit to what you can dream. You
expect the unexpected, you believe in
magic, in fairytales, and in possibilities.
Then you grow older and that innocence
is shattered and somewhere along the
way the reality of life strikes and you’re
hit by the realization that you can’t be all
you wanted to be. You realize that you
might have to settle for a little bit less or
perhaps, a variation of the original plan.
A kindergartener’s dream for the future would probably be to be an
astronaut, an actor, or a teacher. Slowly, as you progress towards the
days of your teens, these dreams get hidden underneath pressure,
workload, and life, in general.

"Happiness lies in the small things in life. In
opening unmarked doors, crossing untraveled
paths, talking to strangers and taking wrong
turns."
So much so, that ‘Society’ plays a huge role in our lives. ‘What people
might think’ is the new question, as opposed to our happiness and
satisfaction. Many say that happiness lies in the small things in life.
In opening unmarked doors, and crossing untraveled paths, talking
to strangers and taking wrong turns. It’s easier to say and much
tougher to do, but the secret to a life of adventure, a life of unparalleled
joy lies in small, interesting choices along its course. Remember, that
the future is in our hands; we shape our decisions and determine our
own happiness. Living life with no regrets is the key to achieving
your true, magical dreams and if not, then they’re the key to achieving
something even better.
Noor Dhingra, 10
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Top Five Reasons To Become an Indian Politician
5. No toll tax – When your car passes through the toll gate and you’re asked to pay the
amount, all you have to say is “How dare you ask me to pay?!” and then drive past with
ease. You have the power; why not use it to demand your right? To learn how to do this
expertly, you can contact Mr.Anil Kadam, Shiv Sena MP.
4. You can rightfully steal money – Let us say that you’re assigned a budget to carry out
a government plan such as the 2G Spectrum or maybe even the Commonwealth Games.
You can actually take half of this budget, or maybe even more, and transfer it to your
personal bank accounts overseas. Then maybe you can engage in visiting exotic holiday
destinations while the rest of the country wonders what happened to the government
plan and why it wasn’t effective.
Warning: You might get caught with this one, but even then you can put off going to jail
for a long time.
3. You can get statues of yourself built – Don’t be jealous when you see statues of political leaders and heroes on the roads, of course
you’re equally deserving. With the ridiculous amounts of wealth you mysteriously acquire once you are elected, you can get statues of
yourself built to make it look like the public loves you and will miss you when you’re no longer there.
2. You are given license to display your immaturity – This one is probably one of the best benefits of the job. You can engage in a
variety of behaviours ranging from lashing yourself with a whip in public to protest against the formation of Telangana, shouting
during a Parliament session as if you were bargaining in Lajpat Nagar or even the other extreme – not speaking at all when your
country needs you to. I’m just listing a few. You’re free to do whatever you like because as an elected representative of the people, this
is exactly the kind of behaviour required of you.
1. You become an expert in buying people’s support – “Buying” doesn’t necessarily refer to money. It can even include introducing
Food Security Ordinances before elections to gain widespread support from the people, etc. But of course, money is important. You
can use it to buy votes, hide important government files AND ‘deal’ with your rivals. These are just a few suggestions; feel free to
broaden your horizon. After all, you were elected to do these very things.
Sharanya Thakur, 10

HOROSCOPES
ARIES- This month is all about the new.
New friends (because your old ones won’t
talk to you), new clothes (because you can
no longer fit into your old ones) and a new
personality (because you desperately need
one). Try finding new interests and
hobbies and basically anything that
separates you from, well, being you.
TAURUS – You will find yourself feeling
lonely or depressed this month. Schoolwork will be become a huge
burden and you will feel constantly overwhelmed. However, there is
no light at the end of your hopeless tunnel. Prepare yourself for feeling
hurt or feeling sad all the time, your troubles aren’t going anywhere
anytime soon.
GEMINI – You are going to be focused and inspired this month. Long
term dreams and aspirations will be supported by people around you
and you will do everything you can to achieve them. While your
determination is credible, you should look at your dreams with a sense
of reality. Obviously you’re not going to achieve any of it, so chill out.
CANCER – Everyone is going to really nice to you this month,your
conversations are suddenly going to interest others around you and
people might actually stay in the same room as you. Don’t be fooled,
people don’t like you now, they all just want something from you.
LEO – You’re going to be more annoying than usual this month. You
are going to become completely self obsessed ( god knows why) and
think only about yourself. Not that you were anything great before,
but keep this attitude up, soon your only friend will your mirror and
the reflection staring back isn’t pretty.
VIRGO – You’re all about optimism this month. You will radiate
positivity and nothing is going to rain on your parade. Except that it
will. No matter how much you smile or maintain a sunny disposition,
bad luck will follow you everywhere. This month, forget the positivity
and just make sure you don’t die in an absurdly tragic way, like a blimp
accident maybe.

Check the backpage for more Horoscopes.

I looked at my stereo today, just listening to the radio when for
the first time I paid attention to the title embossed in white, BOSE.
Today, the world is grieving the loss of a technological gem, a
former student and professor at MIT as well as the founder and
chairman of Bose Corporation, Amar Gopal Bose.

"His technology is used everywhere, in the home
of an average family and even on NASA shuttles
heading towards the moon."
Bose had always been interested in sound technology- he was
able to fix radios and other everyday items even at a young age.
One day during college, he bought a sound system and was
disappointed by the quality. He then created the speakers
required himself, and of course, paved the way for a 1.8 billion
dollar company. Now? His technology is used all over the world
and beyond- in the home of an average family and even on NASA
shuttles heading towards the moon.
He was a tough teacher, some say, with challenging homework
but was also extremely kind. It is said he never really timed his
tests and the paper could go on till 5am until every child was done.
Apparently, he would also give ice cream to the students to calm
their nerves in the exam. Who would mind such a teacher?
I looked back at the radio in front of me, marveling at the wave
technology, the blood sweat and grime that went into creating
this small, sleek object; all because one man wanted to hear
classical music in ‘high definition’. His name will live eternally in
history. Be it just in memory, or the US National inventor’s hall of
fame, right next to Alexander Graham Bell and the Wright
Brothers.
Ananya Gupta, 10
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It has many features to make it distinct,
Thanks to the poachers it’s getting
extinct.
Tigers once lived across Asia,
From Turkey in the West to East of Russia.
A tiger is as large as life,
Breezes through the jungle slicing like a
knife.
He enjoys watching the animals as they
graze,
His attack on the prey is worth a praise.
He attacks as quick as lightning,
To watch this show is very frightening .
His claws are as sharp as a razor,
Get into the prey's body acting like a tazor.
It walks to its prey as silent as the dead,
Just as they all fled.
The big cat sits as snug as a bug,
Only to be trapped by a big thug.
Of this stripy cat wish there were many
as free as a bird,
Even after being shaved the pattern is
preserved.
Nihal Kang V- A
Colour like gold
Enough to keep you on hold
Roars like a thunder
Keeps everyone in wonder.
Preys like a warrior
Always remains superior
Walks like an emperor
All creatures remain in terror.
Attacks like lightning
Totally frightening
Jaws like a knife
Sharp enough to settle a strife.
Yunus Quayoon Trumboo V- C

Don’t Snipe Save Life
Here is the tiger,
With it’s coat of orange and black
stripes,
Dangerous and fierce,
It’s sharp teeth can pierce.
Poaching is against the law,
They are looking for tiger bones and
claws,
1700 tigers still remain,
To take care of the food chain,
We should tell people to stop cutting
trees,
And make homes for them to sleep.
The tiger, the pride of our country,
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Endangered by humans,
Feared by animals,
King of the jungle,
Is now in a real bungle.
Save the tiger,
They are dying day by day,
Soon all you’ll have,
Is a tiger made of clay,
The environment is getting black,
As every day a tiger,
Is getting packed in a sack!!
Class IV - A

Baart maorI Saana
mauJao Apnaa Baart saaf - sauqara caaihe. iSakarI
pSau – pxaI kao naa maaroM. kao[- garIba na hao. saba
jagah SaaMit hao. jaba hma rat kao inaklaoM tao saurxaa
hao. baccaaoM kI iSaxaa hao.Kanaa barbaad na hao. saba
jagah KuSahalaI hao.
dovaaMSaI saahnaI tIna - ba

maoro sapnaaoM ka Baart
He’s running!! He’s running!!
As quick as lightning,
Behind the trees.
Is the tiger,
Rustling the breeze.
He’s running!! He’s running!!
Strong legs n brave,
With a body so sleek.
Gleaming stripes
Making everyone meek.
He’s running!! He’s running!!
As fast as a cheetah,
After his prey.
In the shadows is the tiger,
Demolishing his prey.
He’s running!! He’s running!!
To save his skin.
Teeth, paws and nails,
From the ruthless hunters,
But, in vain.
He’s not running!! He’s not running!!
Extinct from the earth,
We just see
His fossils and,
The time of birth.
Mokshya Wadhwa V-B

Alone in the Dark
A spooky night,
My parents switched off the light.
It was time for bed,
My face was all red.
I thought there were ghosts,
A flying broom, all over my room.
The skeletons dancing rock-rock,
And the clock going tick-tock.
My finger bled,
Blood all over my bed.
Bats flying here and there,
Snakes on the floor everywhere.
I was so scared,
I jumped out of my bed.
I realized it was just a dream,
Otherwise I would really scream.
Mahika Dalmia IV - A

maOM yah caahtI h^MU ik Baart ifr sao saaonao kI icaiD,yaa
khlaae AaOr maOM yah caahtI h^UM ik Baart maoM Anyaaya,
gaMdgaI, garIbaI, barbaadI na hao. maOM yah BaI caahtI h^UM
ik sabakI [jja,t hao. Baart maoM saba baccaaoM kI iSaxaa
hao AaOr maOM yah caahtI h^UM ik KuSahalaI,saurxaa AaOr
SaaMit hao.
AWOta sahgala tIna -ba

mauJao eosaa Baart caaihe jaha^M SaaMit hao AaOr skUla
haoM. hmaoM kUD,a BaI nahIM fOlaanaa caaihe. hmakao
Apnaa Baarta bacaanaa haogaa. hmaaro doSa maoM iksaI ko
saaqa Anyaaya nahIM haonaa caaihe AaOr hmaoM Apnao doSa
kao taktvar banaanaa pD,ogaa.
gaaOraMga Doka tIna -ba

sapnaa yaa hkIkt
ek idna maOMnao Apnao saBaI ima~aoM kao Dra idyaa yah
baat krko ik maOM rat kao jaao BaI sapnaa doKta h^MU
vah saca hao jaata hO.vah maana nahIM rho qao. pr maOMnao
kuC eosaI baatoM baaolaI ijanasao ]nhMo yakIna hao gayaa.
maOMnao batayaa ik maorI ihndI kI prIxaa maoM sabasao jyaada
AMk Aae hOM . vao nahIM maanao @yaaoMik maorI ihndI bahut
Kraba hO. pr jaba hmaarI AQyaaipka nao AMk batae
saba hOrana hao gae. Aba saba maoro Aagao – pICo GaUmato
hOM, AaOr p`Sna pUCto hOM.saba mauJao taohfo BaI doto hOM.
maorI [sa gaPp sao mauJao bahut fayada huAa.
ivavaana AraoD,a caar – A
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On Being Captain
‘Listen up guys. This is a very important
match for us, and excuses won’t do. We
all know very well what our job is so I’m
not going to repeat that. What I do have
to repeat is that play your game, don’t get
nervous and have fun. You guys are great,
and we can easily win if we play the way
we always do. So on the count of three,
go Vasant Valley. 1, 2, 3!’
As a junior, these were the words of the
captain, and these were the words that
would get our blood racing every single
time. I’d stand there in the huddle with
the weight of those heavy arms on my weak shoulders. Those two
minutes would seem like forever, but they were worth the pain.

"All you need to remember is, don’t worry at all
about who the other team is or what kind of
players they have, concentrate on what you do"
The weight seems easier for me to bear, now that’s it my turn to do
the talking. From creating groups on Whatsapp and Facebook, to
phone calls every day making sure people aren’t finding excuses to
skip the morning camps, this has been one of the best experiences
of my life. What’s more important than being a good captain, is being
a good friend. Sometimes what team-mates need is not someone
who can shout at them for falling down, but someone who can come
pick them up, give them a pat on their back and tell them to keep
going. I try my best to be that friend. Usually the team consists of
players from class 9 onwards, so it does get tough to keep ones temper.
There have been times when I have had no option but to scream my
lungs out at them, but I try to compensate for it with a pat on the
back once things get brighter.
We’ve been through a few losses this year. Unlike every year when
I’d bow down my head in shame and cry a little, now I raise my head
up high. I can’t afford to cry anymore, bring the morale of the team
down. There have been instances when I’ve wanted to cry along with
every other team-mate, but instead I try to cheer them up, tell them
how good a job they have done and how no one could have done it
better. Being a captain has had a major impact on my life in more
ways than one.

HOROSCOPES Contd.
LIBRA – This month, love is in the air for
you. You will meet someone who you
think is the “one”. You will feel giddy about
this person and think about them all the
time. But before you start doodling hearts
all over your notebook, you should know your love will not be
reciprocated, infact your “one” will be rather repulsed by you.
SCORPIO – This month for you is extremely eventful,
weddings, birthdays , the works. You decide to take initiative
and be an active part in all the celebrations. However this is
met, with aggressive responses. It is at this point that you need
to realize, nobody cares about your opinion, go sit in the
corner, have some cake and pipe down.
SAGITTARIUS – You are going to be extremely emotional and
sensitive this month. Small comments are going to get to you
and you will feel let down by everyone. Just remember life goes
on so, stop crying and move on.
CAPRICORN – You will feel conflicted this month and be
forced to make many decisions. You will believe in your best
instinct and trust your gut. However this cannot be a worse
idea. All the decisions you make will be the wrong ones and
you will be stuck in horrible situations.
AQUARIUS – Your need to win and competitive drive will go
crazy this month. You will try your best to beat everyone at
everything. But tread carefully, trying to win everything can
make you lose it all (lol jk it’s not like you have anything to
lose anyway).
PISCES - You’re usually soft-spoken
and polite- or in other words, invisible.
This month, you’ll find a newfound
confidence and soon everyone will
notice you. Except no one likes this
new confident you. After getting hateful
messages, you will soon go back to
your invisibility.
Tarini Sardesai, 11

"This is my last year, and I don’t want to play one
single match where we haven’t given it our best
as a team, so do this much for me and every
other senior here."
Every now and then when we take the field and 22 boots stamp their
way to the huddle, I stand there with my arms wide open, and my
arms must feel like a burden on the weak shoulders of the junior
who stands next to me. Taking from all the years of listening in the
same huddle, I’ve come up with my own version of the speech that
has become so important to me over the years:
‘Listen up guys. I don’t need to tell you what to do cause there’s no
time for that right now. All you need to
remember is, don’t worry at all about who the
other team is or what kind of players they
have, concentrate on what you do. This is my
last year, and I don’t want to play one single
match where we haven’t given it our best as
a team, so do this much for me and every
other senior over here. Lets do this, so on the
count of three, go Vasant Valley. 1, 2, 3!’
Amnay Sheel Khosla, 12
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